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2007-2008 Reflections Art Contest
“I can make a difference by...”

The National PTA Reflections Program is an
arts recognition and achievement program
which offers an opportunity for students to
express themselves creatively in the arts,
while increasing community awareness on the
importance of the arts in education. This
year’s theme is,
“I can make a difference by...”
All students, grades PK-12, are encouraged to
create drawings, paintings, collages, musical
compositions, photography, or literautre to
submit to the PTA Council for recognition.

Please contact your school PTSA representa-
tive for more details and deadline information.
You can also find more information about the
Reflections Program on the PTA website:
www.wastatepta.org.
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Interest in Pastels?
Many art docents have expressed an interest
in learning more about pastels. If you know
someone who works in the medium it would be
great to have them volunteer to give us all a
demonstration.  Please send them on to me
jkidder@nkschools.org, and we can try to
schedule a workshop.

Bulletin Board

Art is the means by which we communicate what it feels like to be alive..Art is the means by which we communicate what it feels like to be alive..Art is the means by which we communicate what it feels like to be alive..Art is the means by which we communicate what it feels like to be alive..Art is the means by which we communicate what it feels like to be alive..
Anthony Gormley

Thanks for all
your work and
dedication to
the students of
North Kitsap.

Web path to find the art website
     www.nkschools.org
          Teaching and Learning
                Curriculum Resources
                      Art

Can you host a meeting?
I would like to have a volunteer to run

the next meeting in their school
building. Some ideas are to provide a

demonstration, or hands-on art
project so that others may learn
something new.  This is a great way
for us to see the other schools, and to

get some new ideas. Please let me
know if you are interested and what

support you will need by emailing me

at jkidder@nkschools.org. Joan
Kidder

Website P
rint Inf
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The backs of the prints are not yet on

the website; however each building

coordinator should have a hard copy of

K-3.  Grades 4-5 will be done next week,

and I will get those out to the building

coordinators.  They will make sure the

information is put on the backs of the

prints, and that the prints are

redistributed to the correct grade

levels.


